Case study

Aecon Group builds print excellence
in challenging conditions
HP PageWide A3 printers deliver reliable print on some
of the world’s toughest construction sites
Industry
Construction
Objective
Attain uninterrupted print performance across a
range of locations throughout Canada
Approach
Selected QRX Technology Group, a local
HP Premier Partner and trusted service
provider for print management
IT matters
•
standardizing on HP PageWide A3 and A4,
and HP LaserJet models
• Establishes agile logistics program with QRX to
supply ready-to-use print devices to locations
throughout Canada
Business matters
• Reduces print output with greater accountability
through HP Access Control pull printing feature
• Supplies the business with more data reporting
and insight to inform future print strategy
• Improves user experience of print with elevated
service delivery, print reliability, more durable print
and better quality

“Working with HP and QRX, we have better service,
new features, more secure print, and better costs.
It’s the best package we could have asked for.”
– Stefanie Walsh, Service Operations Analyst, Aecon Group

Aecon Group is a Canadian construction giant. The nature
of construction requires Aecon to set up base on site, working
Ninety percent of its printing is done in conditions that are
cramped, dirty and, in a Canadian winter, freezing cold.
HP PageWide A3 devices and HP Managed Print Services
working with HP Premier Partner, QRX, help ensure
uninterrupted print performance in the most challenging
of conditions.
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Challenge
Standardization with built-in flexibility
Aecon Group is a Canadian construction giant.
Its history goes back to 1877, and it has
worked on some of Canada’s biggest and most
famous construction projects, from highways
to factories to skyscrapers.
The conventional business operates from a
Toronto head office, with numerous branch
offices. However, the nature of construction
requires Aecon to set up base on site, working
out of temporary offices, often in remote
locations. Conditions can be cramped, dirty
and, Canadian winters can be extremely cold.
A notable location is Baffin Island, north of the
Arctic Circle, which is surrounded by sea ice
most of the year.
“We have a lot of jobs and many unique
situations,” says Stefanie Walsh, Aecon’s
Service Operations Analyst. “We bid for and
win new business all the time. Offices can pop
up anywhere, any time. Equally, we may need
to decommission a site very quickly as a
project concludes.”
This presents several logistical challenges,
not least for the print environment. Corporate
users account for just 10% of the total print
output, the remainder takes place in the field.
“We need a print solution – and a print service
that works at a corporate level, but one that
also meets the needs of remote, rugged
construction sites. Not all jobs are the same.
We need to set up quickly, and for each job to
meet local needs.”
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Print is business critical for Aecon.
Construction work relies on accurate,
up-to-date technical drawings; bids have been
lost because paperwork failed to materialize
on time. “The nature of some of our sites
mean it’s not so easy to get spare parts or
service engineers out quickly. We need our
print environment to work,” stresses Walsh.

Solution
Challenging the limits of conventional print
The HP Managed Print Services solution leans
heavily on QRX Technology Group, a HP Premier
Partner, which provides print solutions
throughout Canada. In terms of devices, Aecon
now standardizes on three printers: the HP
Color LaserJet Managed E87650 MFP A3 Printer
for the corporate offices, the HP PageWide
Managed MFP E77650 A3 Printer and HP
PageWide Enterprise Color MFP 586dn standard
A4 Printer for field offices. The devices are
replenished with Original HP Supplies.
“When discussions progressed, we took a
trip to see the HP technology, and to get a feel
for the innovation coming down the pipe,”
says Walsh. “It was a big thing for us see the
devices being tested in different environments.
Very thorough.”
HP PageWide technology challenges the
limits of conventional printing, allowing
Aecon to reach new levels of performance
and competitiveness. HP next-generation
printers are faster, use less energy, are more
productive, more efficient and with less cost.
HP PageWide delivers a durable print, ideal for
tough conditions.
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Pull printing is also a major new addition.
HP Access Control means print users now
activate a print job at the printer; Walsh wanted
the feature to help reduce print output,
improve reporting and help steer optimum
print usage: “We wanted to see which teams
or individuals were using print the most.
Not to police users, but to better inform
and understand our print needs.”

Benefit
Agile and robust print management
The solution delivers a print strategy that
works for Aecon at a corporate and field level.
The corporate offices have a fixed, right-sized
print environment; the field locations are now
served from a special facility managed by QRX.
Devices are stored, maintained, and kept clean
and up-to-date, and can then be deployed at a
moment’s notice to a new project site. It means
Aecon can ramp up or take down on location
office printing quickly and simply, as required.
“The printers are shrink-wrapped and ready to
go,” says Walsh. “The QRX approach addressed
historical concerns we had about transient
devices. We’d seen instances of print kit arriving
broken, dirty or in a need of a software update.
Not with QRX. The devices are certified against
a checklist and in the ideal condition to deploy.”
Walsh says the design and closed build of the
HP PageWide printers is perfect for Aecon’s
challenging construction conditions.
“They’re easy to plug and play. The design
makes them suitable for all environments,
and the standardized parts make them
easier to service. We’re deploying into
some challenging environments.”

In addition, the HP PageWide A3 printers require
no extra power source, unlike competitors’
alternatives. “They can be fitted anywhere,
which solves a logistical challenge. We just
plug them in. Easy.”
Standardizing on Original HP Supplies improves
both print quality and consistency. “We have the
quality we need, and everything works together.
We’re no longer fielding complaints from
different teams unhappy with reman supplies
that aren’t compatible with the printers or that
have quality issues. Local teams can use color
when it’s needed, on 11x17 technical drawings
for instance,” says Walsh. “In fact, when new HP
printers were deployed, staff at one office stood
in unison and cheered while a problematic office
printer was finally removed.”
The data to drive smart print decisions
The solution was deployed in February 2018.
Walsh says she is looking forward to examining
the data and analytics, and that it is clear the
pull printing feature has made a significant
impact: “We checked the figures the other day
and there are many print jobs that have never
been released at the printer. We’re now printing
what we really need and eliminating waste.”
This has a significant impact. With 90% of print
taking place in field locations, the less waste
generated, the better. Fewer unnecessary prints
means less waste to haul away.
“Also, we can see certain teams and individuals
are printing way more than others,” Walsh
continues. “Some of the numbers were
shocking. I’m curious as to why this is.
Maybe we can help them reduce print,
maybe we need to serve their needs better.”
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Customer at a glance
Hardware
• HP Color LaserJet Managed E87650
MFP A3 Printer
• HP PageWide Managed MFP E77650
A3 Printer
• HP PageWide Enterprise Color MFP 586dn
standard A4 Printer
Software
• HP Access Control
HP services
• HP Managed Print Services

Ultimately, she says, the goal is to be more
transparent with users about the cost, and
service delivery, around print. This will make
print more strategic, and more accountable:
“We’ll have the data on costs and usage, on color,
on duplex, and we’ll be able to go back to
departments to show them details.”
Service beyond expectation
Today, Aecon is moving towards a print
environment that users trust, says Walsh:
“We will be able to provide proactive service,
new features, capabilities for secure pull
package we could have asked for. We have
a great level of service from HP and QRX.”

They’re
“
easy to plug and play.
The design makes them
suitable for all environments,
and the standardized parts
make them easier to service.
We’re deploying into some
challenging environments.”

For example, she continues, QRX service
engineers have been on site within hours
of a service call: “Also, they worked with HP
engineers to ensure we had the correct
corporate color on our logo. A small touch,
but an example of their service detail. It is
beyond the service we could have expected.”
getting the print service it needs. “We’re getting
the best in terms of performance, reliability
and service. Print is not something we want
to stress about. With HP and QRX we can
focus on our core business: construction
and infrastructure.”

Learn more at
hp.com/go/A3

– Stefanie Walsh, Service Operations Analyst,
Aecon Group

qrxtech.com
1.888.738.0819
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